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The Earth wanted to be the Sun ----- or, at least, some of the inhabitants of Earth wanted so 

much to be like the Sun, and to be at the centre of creation, that they behaved like the  

astral-king. Indifferent to others, they set fire to everything they encountered. They burned 

the skin, the flesh and the entrails of the Earth. They came very close to turning the Earth 

into a ball of fire. Almost the entire planet was burning. The stepp es in Siberia burned, as 

did the lakes in Iceland. In southern Europe, fires engulfed hectares of land, swallowed 

entire populations.  

Fables and images aside, the fact is that the desert advances from all sides. Once 

the fires are out in the South of Europe, the trees are dead, the earth dry. Where there was 

fértile soil, there is now fine sand. In this we can see the truth: we are but  grains of sand.  

Selva Coragem is based on a similar principle. People must recognize themselves as 

a part of nature, not as its owners. By being invited to donate a plant, the inhabitants of 

Cartaxo, and the other locations where this action takes place, will have a  small, temporary 

natural park, created through everyone´s contribution, at their disposal. The space will be 

arranged depending on the plants received, in such a way as to provide opportunities  and 

places to meet. Or perhaps the park will not be at anyone´s  disposal, whether it´s an 

inhabitant of Cartaxo or another place on planet Earth, and it will be the people who will be 

disposed to care for the park, the way they care for their plants at home. After  all, it is what 

many people do, on a veranda or in a backyard. Inspired by David Abraam, Eduardo 

Viveiros de Castro and Emanuele Coccia, Teatro do Frio will take us to get to know the 

secret life of plants. What these and other thinkers propose is that, rather  than being at the 

centre or on top of creation, man remain side by side with all beings. Even the use of the 

word man, rather than humanity, for example, falls short, from this point of view. Teatro  do 

Frio works towards coming face to face with our inhumanity.  Selva Coragem is a 

conversation between people and plants, between plants and their owners, between their 

owners and the Festival Materiais Diversos, with the aim of looking into each other´s eyes, 

and finding a place for everyone.  

With this action, and through the plants, Teatro do Frio  provides, in addition to the 

botanical composition, a creation of sounds, words and images. At the end of the week, this 

garden, improvised through the plants which people brought, will provide  meetings and 

conversations about green spaces, public spaces and common spaces. Selva Coragem is 

a sort of out of place common lot, where the members of the Teatro do Frio will create a 

new community, with plants and people coming from around  the world, as well as the 

respective care to be taken, and the stories that will be told. The care and story of the world.  

If we do nothing, only the eucalyptus flowers that the  wind brings will remain. And 

dozens of new eucalyptus trees by the side of the road, as far as the eye can see, almost all 

in the same colour. We will live in a great plantation of eucalyptus and  australias. It makes 

sense. Men are eucalyptus: they invade and dry everything up. A dam, an electrical plant, a 

mass of eucalyptus trees, a paper factory, all this is connected, we´ve heard  the song. In 

order to write and print this text for example, a bit of  all this is necessary, as well as 

something more. Even studies on climate change have environmental costs. We see this 

from within a metal shell, which rolls along at the expense of fóssil fuel, as if it was straddling 

a giant cetacean, millions of years later, transformed into petroleum, sold by the roadside. 

The desert advances on us. As long as the fuel lasts, air conditioning lasts.  After that, the 

car´s metal shell will do very well as a solar oven. Someday the verses which say that the 



sands of the Sahara arrive on the rain that fall on the cars in Rome will no longer make 

sense. The sands will come from the outskirts of the cities, blown  by a fine breeze which 

will chill our bones beforehand. 


